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Sleep has a pivotal role in the consolidation of declarative memory. The coordinated neuronal replay of information encoded before

sleep has been identified as a key process. It is assumed that the repeated reactivation of firing patterns in glutamatergic neuron

assemblies translates into plastic synaptic changes underlying the formation of longer-term neuronal representations. Here, we tested the

effects of blocking and enhancing glutamatergic neurotransmission during sleep on declarative memory consolidation in humans. We

conducted three placebo-controlled, crossover, double-blind studies in which participants learned a word-pair association task.

Afterwards, they slept in a sleep laboratory and received glutamatergic modulators. Our first two studies aimed at impairing consolidation

by administering the NMDA receptor blocker ketamine and the AMPA receptor blocker caroverine during retention sleep, which,

paradoxically, remained unsuccessful, inasmuch as declarative memory performance was unaffected by the treatment. However, in the

third study, administration of the NMDA receptor coagonist D-cycloserine (DCS) during retention sleep facilitated consolidation of

declarative memory (word pairs) but not consolidation of a procedural control task (finger sequence tapping). Administration of DCS

during a wake interval remained without effect on retention of word pairs but improved encoding of numbers. From the overall pattern,

we conclude that the consolidation of hippocampus-dependent declarative memory during sleep relies on NMDA-related plastic

processes that differ from those processes leading to wake encoding. We speculate that glutamatergic activation during sleep is not only

involved in consolidation but also in forgetting of hippocampal memory with both processes being differentially sensitive to DCS and

unselective blockade of NMDA and AMPA receptors.
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INTRODUCTION

Although obscure only a decade ago, the mechanisms of
memory maintenance have received growing attention over
the past years. This research has led to the conclusion that
although memory is most effectively encoded during
wakefulness, sleep promotes the consolidation of memory.
In the declarative domain, memory consolidation during
sleep is thought to be an active process that involves
reactivating neuronal ensembles that encoded these mem-
ories during wakefulness (Diekelmann and Born, 2010;
Oudiette and Paller, 2013). However, it remains unclear
which neurochemical processes are mainly involved in

translating memory reactivation into plastic changes (Frank
and Benington, 2006).
Work in rodents shows that neuron assemblies that

displayed correlated activity during wakefulness are
more likely to fire together during subsequent sleep
(Wilson and McNaughton, 1994). This replay occurs
in the same sequence as during wakefulness and is
coordinated between the hippocampus and neocortex
(Ji and Wilson, 2007; Skaggs and McNaughton, 1996). A
causal role of replay during slow wave sleep (SWS) for the
consolidation of hippocampus-dependent declarative mem-
ory was demonstrated in humans (Rasch et al, 2007; Rudoy
et al, 2009). Reactivation in hippocampal and neocortical
networks involves glutamatergic neurons and is tem-
porally coupled to hippocampal sharp wave-ripples and
neocortical slow oscillations, both of which support
N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) and a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-
methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic-acid (AMPA) receptor-related
synaptic plasticity (Behrens et al, 2005; Chauvette et al,
2012; Csicsvari et al, 1999; Espinosa and Kavalali, 2009;
King et al, 1999).
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Long-term potentiation (LTP) is considered a candidate
plastic mechanism underlying sleep-dependent consolida-
tion, which has been most prominently studied at the
glutamatergic synapse (Malenka and Bear, 2004). In this
model, the postsynaptic membrane is depolarized above
threshold by excitatory inputs that add up across time and
space via AMPA receptors, thereby releasing the magnesium
block of the NMDA receptor thus allowing for calcium influx
and, downstream, for strengthening of the synapse, eg, by
including further AMPA receptors into the postsynaptic
membrane (Malenka and Nicoll, 1999). Blocking of both
NMDA and AMPA receptors disturbs encoding of informa-
tion, but only AMPA blockade impairs retrieval (Bast et al,
2005; Day et al, 2003). Conversely, enhancing NMDA
receptor activation by administration of D-cycloserine
(DCS), ie, a coagonist at the glycine binding site of the
receptor, benefited declarative memory encoding (Onur
et al, 2010). Yet, the role of glutamatergic neurotransmission
for sleep-dependent offline consolidation of memories has
been scarcely examined. In the developing cortex of cats,
sleep-dependent ocular dominance plasticity was inhibited
after blocking NMDA receptors (Aton et al, 2009). In adult
humans, sleep-dependent consolidation of visual texture
discrimination skill is deteriorated by the non-competitive
NMDA receptor blocker ketamine or the competitive AMPA
receptor blocker caroverine (Gais et al, 2008). However,
these findings pertain to non-declarative types of memory
not essentially relying on hippocampal networks.
Here, we tested contributions of glutamatergic neurotran-

smission to sleep-dependent consolidation of hippocam-
pus-dependent declarative memory. As sleep-dependent
consolidation of these memories is caused by the reactiva-
tion of firing patterns during SWS in neuron assemblies
likely comprising glutamatergic activation, we expected that
consolidation would be sensitive to blocking or enhancing
glutamatergic neurotransmission during retention sleep.
First, we investigated the effects of blocking AMPA
receptors (by caroverine) or NMDA receptors (by ketamine)
during retention sleep. Then we tested the effects of
enhancing NMDA receptor function by post-learning
administration of DCS.

METHODS

Participants

Altogether, 58 participants completed the study (caroverine:
n¼ 15, ketamine: n¼ 13, DCS: n¼ 30; see Supplementary
Methods for details of the methods followed). Participants
were healthy, nonsmoking, native German-speaking men
(18–30 years). The experiments were approved by the ethics
committee of the University of Luebeck. Written informed
consent was obtained from all participants before participa-
tion. One participant revoked his consent after data
acquisition in the DCS experiment, and his data were deleted.

Design and Procedures

Each of the experiments followed a randomized, double-
blind, placebo-controlled, within-subject, crossover design.
In the DCS study, two different groups were recruited to
compare the effects of DCS (vs placebo) during retention

intervals of sleep (n¼ 16) and wakefulness (n¼ 14),
respectively. Participants took part in two experimental
sessions scheduled at least 14 days apart. Both sessions were
identical, but for the administration of placebo or substance
(caroverine: Calmaverine (Taphlan, Switzerland), intrave-
nously, 16mg/h, corresponding to a total dose of 40mg;
plasma halftime: 25min, ketamine: Ketanest-S (Pfizer, USA),
intravenously, 0.1mg/kg/h, corresponding to a total dose of
0.25mg/kg; plasma halftime: 10–15min, DCS: Cycloserine
Capsules (The Chao Center for Industrial Pharmacy and
Contract Manufacturing, USA), 175mg; plasma halftime:
10 h, plasma maximum: 1–2h; Figure 1 summarizes study
designs). The administration of placebo and substance was
performed in balanced order, ie, half of the sample received
first placebo and then the active agent, for the other half the
order of substance administration was reversed.
On experimental nights, the participants arrived at the

sleep lab at 2000 hours and received a venous catheter for
blood sampling. Following preparations for EEG and
polysomnographical recordings, participants in all experi-
ments learned declarative word-pair associations. In the
DCS experiments, participants additionally learned emo-
tional and neutral pictures and a procedural task, ie, finger
sequence tapping. Learning took place always between 2100
and 2230 hours, and participants were asked to refrain from
active rehearsal during the retention interval. Afterwards,
in the caroverine and ketamine experiments participants
received a second catheter for intravenous substance
infusion. Infusions of ketamine and caroverine and
respective placebo infusions (saline solution) started
immediately after the first signs of sleep stage 2 and lasted
for 2.5 h. Participants were woken up 3 h after sleep onset
(ie, the transition from sleep stage 1 to sleep stage 2) and
retrieval was tested 30min later. A retention interval of 3 h
during the first half of the night was chosen, to restrict the
effects of the substances to early nocturnal SWS-rich sleep,
which has been shown to be the phase for reactivation of
declarative memory (Rasch et al, 2007; Rudoy et al, 2009).
DCS and placebo were administered orally immediately

before lights were put out (2300 hours), and participants
were woken after 7.5 h. This longer sleep period was chosen
to ameliorate potential sleep-deprivation effects of reducing
sleep to 3 h as, due to the substantially longer half-life of
DCS, retrieval was shifted to the evening, ie, a time when
plasma levels of DCS were negligible (Zhu et al, 2001). After
the sleep period, participants then left the lab for
approximately 12 h (during this time participants engaged
in their usual activities) and returned for retrieval assess-
ment. The wake control group of the DCS study was
subjected to an identical protocol, but the beginning of the
session was shifted by 10 h (arrival: 1000 hours, learning:
1100 hours) to ameliorate the effects of prolonged wakeful-
ness; participants remained in the lab for the whole
retention interval to prevent unintentional sleep.

Polysomnography, Sleep Analysis, and EEG Power
Analysis

Sleep architecture was determined according to the
standard polysomnographic criteria using EEG recordings
from C3 and C4 (Rechtschaffen and Kales, 1968, details
provided in the Supplementary Methods). For each night,
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total sleep time, ie, the time between the first detection of
transition from sleep stage 1 to 2 and lights on and time
spent in the different sleep stages, ie, wake; sleep stages 1, 2,
3, 4; SWS (defined by the sum of sleep stage 3 and 4) and
rapid eye movement (REM) sleep was calculated in minutes.
Average power spectra were calculated at Cz for all sleep

epochs of SWS and sleep stage 2 individually for the first
and the second half of the night. Power spectra were
calculated by Fast Fourier Transformations with a Hanning

window applied to subsequent blocks of 2048 data points
(B10.24 s, three blocks per 30-s epoch). Spectra were
filtered by a five-point moving average to produce a
smoothing of the FFT outcome. In the averaged spectra,
mean power was determined for 0.5–1Hz slow oscillation,
1–4Hz delta, 9–12Hz slow spindle, and the 12–15Hz fast
spindle frequency bands.

Memory Tasks

The declarative word-pair association task required learn-
ing a list of 40 word pairs. After presentation of the entire
list, performance was tested using a cued-recall procedure,
including feedback of the correct word. The cued-recall
procedure was repeated until the participant reached a
criterion of 60% correct responses. Retrieval at the end of
the experimental session was tested using the same cued-
recall procedure as during the learning phase. Absolute
differences between word pairs recalled at retrieval testing
and on the criterion trial during learning served as a
measure of overnight retention.
Additionally, in the DCS study one hundred emotional

and neutral pictures (taken from the International Affective
Picture System, Lang et al, 2008) were used to measure
emotional memory consolidation. In the learning phase,
50 pictures of high arousal and negative valence were
chosen for the emotional category and 50 pictures of low
arousal and medium valence were chosen for the neutral
category. Twenty-five pictures of each category were
presented to the participants on a computer screen for 4 s
each with an ISI of 1 s. During retrieval testing at the end of
the session, participants were asked to recall the pictures
they had seen as accurately as possible and to record a
description of each picture in writing. These descriptions
were then compared with the pictures and correct answers
were used as score for emotional memory performance.

Figure 1 (a) Study design: In the caroverine and ketamine studies,
participants learned at 2100 hours and went to bed at 2300 hours. The
retention interval was 3.5 h, and half an hour after waking the participant,
retrieval was tested at 0230 hours. In the D-Cycloserine (DCS) study, sleep
condition participants also learned at 2100 hours and went to bed from
2300 hours to 0730 hours. The retention interval was 22 h and retrieval
was tested at 2100 hours. In the wake condition, learning was shifted 10 h
to 1100 hours, and participants remained awake the whole retention
interval until retrieval was tested at 1100 hours the next day. Approximate
times of learning and retrieval are indicated, during learning criterion trials
were the last cued recall during learning the word pairs and the last three
blocks of learning the finger sequence. p.o.—oral administration, i.v.—
intravenous administration, PAL—word-pair association task, FTT—finger
sequence tapping task, Pics—emotional and neutral pictures. (b) Overnight
retention of word pairs and finger sequence tapping skills in the substance
(black bars) and placebo condition (empty bars). Retention of word pairs is
indicated by the mean (±SEM) percentage of word pairs recalled at
retrieval testing after the retention interval relative to recall performance on
the criterion trial at learning before sleep (Please note that retention in the
DCS experiments is generally lower than in the caroverine and ketamine
experiments due to the longer retention interval). Overnight gains in finger
sequence tapping are indicated by the mean (±SEM) percentage of
correctly tapped sequences per 30-s trial at retrieval testing relative to the
average performance on the last three trials during training before the
retention interval. **pp0.01, for pairwise comparisons between the effects
of the treatments (caroverine: n¼ 15, ketamine: n¼ 12, DCS: n¼ 13 for
sleep condition, n¼ 14 for wake condition).
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For procedural memory testing, in the DCS experiments,
the finger sequence tapping task was adopted from earlier
studies, indicating very robust sleep-dependent improve-
ments on this task (Walker et al, 2003). It requires the
participant to press repeatedly one of the two five-element
sequences (eg, 4-1-3-2-4 or 4-2-3-1-4) with the fingers of the
non-dominant hand on a keyboard as fast and as accurately
as possible for 30-s epochs interrupted by 30-s breaks. At
learning, participants trained on 12 30-s trials, and during
retrieval at the end of the session, particpants were tested on
another three trials. Changes in performance across the
sleep or wake-retention intervals were calculated as absolute
differences in speed and error rate between the three trials
at retrieval and the last three trials at learning. Effects
unspecific to the actually learned sequence (eg, general
increases in reaction time) were measured by assessing
performance on three blocks of a new (untrained) sequence
after recall of the trained sequence.

Control Measures—Vigilance, Sleepiness, and Mood
Ratings and Test of Encoding

At the retrieval phase, vigilance, alertness, sleepiness, and
mood were assessed using self-report measures, including
the ‘Eigenschaftswörterlist’ (Janke and Debus, 1978), the
Stanford sleepiness scale (SSS; Hoddes et al, 1973), and
the Positive and Negative Affective Schedule (PANAS;
Watson et al, 1988). In the DCS experiments, vigilance was
additionally assessed by mean reaction times in a 5-min
version of the psychomotor vigilance task (PVT; Dinges et al,
1997) that required pressing a button as fast as possible
whenever a bright millisecond clock, present on a dark
computer screen, started counting upward. After the button
press, this clock displayed the reaction time. In these
experiments, general capabilities of long-term memory
retrieval were tested also using a word generation task.
Participants had to generate as many words as possible
starting with a certain letter (P or M) or belonging to a
defined category (hobby or profession) during a time of
2min each.
Only in the wake control group of the DCS experiments,

encoding (of a list of 16 three digit numbers) was measured.
This measure was applied to test if DCS has an effect on
encoding at high plasma concentrations during the wake-
retention interval. At the end of a session, all participants
were asked if they believed to have received an active agent
or placebo.

Analyses of Adrenocorticotropin (ACTH) and Cortisol

Because blockers of glutamatergic transmission like keta-
mine can stimulate pituitary adrenal activity (Herman et al,
2004), we took blood samples once before and after learning
as well as after retrieval. Additionally, blood samples were
taken during the retention interval, ie, hourly during the
first 4 h after substance intake and, in the DCS study, every
2 h during the second 4 h. Sampling during the retention
interval was performed via a long plastic tube from an
adjacent room, leaving the participant to sleep undisturbed.
Blood samples were immediately centrifuged and then
stored at � 80 1C until assay. Serum cortisol concentrations
were assessed using the Immulite (Siemens Medical

Solutions Diagnostics, Los Angeles, CA; serum sensitivity,
0.2 mg/dl, interassay coefficient of variation o10%). ACTH
was assessed in plasma (Immulite, Siemens Medical
Solutions Diagnostics; sensitivity, 9 pg/ml, interassay coeffi-
cient of variation o9.6%).

Data Reduction and Statistical Analysis

Data from one participant of the ketamine study were
discarded due to 100% learning performance at baseline.
Data from two participants of the DCS study were
completely discarded because of poor sleep during the
placebo night, and another participant’s data were excluded
from the finger sequence tapping task because his
performance on the three criterion blocks was below than
that during the first three blocks of training. Excluding
these participants did not alter the reported effects. Data
from one participant was excluded from the EEG power
analysis due to artifacts in the data. Statistical analyses
generally relied on analyses of variance (ANOVAs; SPSS
version 21.0.0 for Windows), including a repeated measures
factor ‘treatment’ (substance vs placebo) and, where
appropriate, the factor ‘time point’ (learning vs retrieval).
For analysis of pictures, an additional ‘emotionality’ factor
was introduced, representing recall of neutral vs emotional
pictures. The analysis of EEG power during sleep included
an additional factor for sleep stage (stage 2, SWS).
Significant ANOVA interactions were specified by post-hoc
t-tests. Degrees of freedom were corrected according to
Greenhouse–Geisser where appropriate.

RESULTS

Memory Tasks

Neither caroverine nor ketamine significantly changed
retention of word pairs in comparison with respective
placebo treatments (all p40.53, see Table 1 and Figure 1 for
a summary of results). Learning performance also did not
differ between the active agents and respective placebo
conditions (all tp1.61, pX0.13).
DCS administration before the sleep-retention interval

distinctly improved recall of word pairs at retrieval testing
after the retention interval. This effect was confirmed by
significance for the ANOVA treatment� time point inter-
action (F(1,12)¼ 9.33, pp0.01, Table 1 and Figure 1). By
contrast, DCS administered before a wake-retention interval
did not improve word-pair retention (pX0.99). During
learning, there were no evident differences between placebo
and DCS conditions concerning amounts of learned word
pairs and trials to criterion (all tp1.19, pX0.19). An
ANOVA including both the sleep and wake groups of the
DCS study (represented by an additional ‘sleep/wake’
factor) revealed a trend for the treatment� time point�
sleep/wake interaction (F(1,25)¼ 3.15, p¼ 0.09).
The emotional memory task did not reveal any differ-

ences as measured by the amount of freely recalled
emotional and neutral pictures between DCS and placebo
conditions both in the sleep group and in the wake group of
this study (pX0.29, for respective main and interaction
effects of treatment, Table 2). Independent of the treatment
condition, generally more emotional than neutral pictures
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were remembered (sleep: F(1,13)¼ 21.06 and pp0.01, wake:
F(1,13)¼ 26.74, pp0.01).
Procedural finger sequence tapping was not differentially

affected by DCS or placebo. The overnight gains in tapping
speed and accuracy were comparable in both conditions (all
pX0.27, Table 2), and this was also true for the wake control
group (all pX0.16). There was also no difference evident
between DCS and placebo conditions at training or
concerning performance on the untrained control sequence
during the retrieval phase (all pX0.26). The ANOVA
including both the sleep and the wake condition of the
DCS study revealed that the sleep group improved their
performance more during the retention interval
(F(1,24)¼ 8.64, pp0.01 for time point� sleep/wake).

Sleep

Infusion of ketamine compared with placebo reduced the
time spent in stage 2, SWS, and REM sleep and increased
time in wakefulness (wake: t(12)¼ 2.55, pp0.05, stage 2:
t(12)¼ � 2.75, pp0.05; SWS: t(12)¼ � 2.14, pp0.05, stage 4:
t(12)¼ � 2.15, pp0.05; REM: t(12)¼ � 2.50, pp0.05,
Table 3). Under the influence of caroverine, there was a
trend towards less time spent in stage 4 sleep (t(13)¼ 1.79,
p¼ 0.10). Oral administration of DCS before sleep increased
time in wakefulness (t(12)¼ 2.66, pp0.05) and stage 1 sleep

(t(12)¼ 2.27, pp0.05) and reduced REM sleep
(t(12)¼ � 3.51, pp0.01; Table 3). There was no evident
correlation between DCS-induced changes in sleep archi-
tecture and improvements in the retention of word pairs (all
rp0.34 and pX0.26, changes were calculated individually
with reference to the placebo condition).
More fine-grained analyses of EEG power spectra at Cz

revealed a power reduction around the spindle maximum
during stage 2 sleep following DCS (Figure 2). ANOVA on
the fast spindle band (12–15Hz) confirmed significance for
the sleep stage� treatment interaction (F(1,11)¼ 9.47,
pp0.01; t(11)¼ 2.71, pp0.05 for post-hoc comparison
between the treatments for stage 2 spindle power). The
reducing effect of DCS on stage 2 sleep spindle power
appeared to be less pronounced during the first than the
second half of sleep (t(11)¼ � 2.95, pp0.01, for pairwise
comparison between the effects of treatment, F(1,11)¼ 7.87,
pp0.05, for treatment� night half). However, this was due
to the fact that during the first half DCS simultaneously
enhanced beta power, with this effect extending into the
upper (414-Hz) range of fast spindle frequencies
(Figure 2). Analyses on the other bands did not show any
significant effects of treatment (pX0.16). There was no
correlation between DCS-induced changes in the spindle
band and differences in the retention of word pairs (all
rp0.26 and pX0.39).

Control Measures

In the caroverine study, we found no differences between
the treatments in subjective measures of vigilance, alertness,
sleepiness, or mood during the retrieval phase (pX0.19).
These measures also did not differ between treatments in
the ketamine study (pX0.58); however, three participants
reported slight nausea after awakening on the ketamine
nights. Cortisol and ACTH levels were not differentially
affected by caroverine or placebo (pX0.31). Under keta-
mine, cortisol was increased at the end of the infusion
(between 0100 and 0200 hours; ketamine: 4.54±3.67 mg/dl;
placebo 2.80±1.96 mg/dl; pp0.05) and ACTH concentra-
tions showed a corresponding trend (p¼ 0.10). A positive
relation between differences in cortisol level and differences
in word-pair retention in the sleep condition was found
(0200 hours: r¼ 0.62 and pp0.05); however, it did not
survive multiple comparison correction.
Subjective measures of vigilance, sleepiness, and mood, as

well as behavioral measures of vigilance and general
retrieval capabilities at retrieval all remained unaffected
after administration of DCS (pX0.11). An additional
control test performed in the wake control group of the
DCS study, which tested if DCS influences encoding during
wakefulness, revealed that 4 h after DCS intake intrusions
(from previous testing immediately after and 2 h after
substance intake) were reduced (DCS: 0.21±0.11; placebo:
0.93±0.27, t(13)¼ � 2.92, pp0.01, F(1,13)¼ 8.29, pp0.01 for
treatment� time point). Levels of cortisol and ACTH did
not differ between treatment conditions (pX0.26).
Participants could differentiate ketamine and placebo

(X2
(1)¼ 22.29, pp0.01). However, caroverine and placebo

as well as DCS and placebo could not be discriminated
(pX0.25).

Table 1 Word-Pair Memory Task

Substance Placebo p

Caroverineþ sleep

Blocks to criterion 1.53±0.17 1.60±0.16 NS

Learning 29.60±0.83 28.13±0.84 NS

Retrieval 32.53±0.98 31.67±0.98 NS

Absolute difference 2.93±0.64 3.53±1.0 NS

Percentage of learning 110.14±2.27 113.43±4.00 NS

Ketamineþ sleep

Blocks to criterion 1.50±0.15 1.58±0.15 NS

Learning 29.19±0.98 27.93±1.13 NS

Retrieval 31.35±0.91 30.23±0.69 NS

Absolute difference 2.16±0.94 2.29±0.93 NS

Percentage of learning 108.12±3.58 109.65±3.90 NS

DCSþ sleep

Blocks to criterion 1.85±0.15 2.00±0.25 NS

Learning 27.85±0.83 28.31±1.11 NS

Retrieval 27.00±0.87 25.08±1.16 NS

Absolute difference -0.85±0.55 � 3.23±0.59 **

Percentage of learning 97.10±1.99 88.56±2.27 **

DCSþwake

Blocks to criterion 1.50±0.14 1.71±0.19 NS

Learning 28.64±0.90 29.21±0.82 NS

Retrieval 27.36±1.19 27.93±1.32 NS

Absolute difference � 1.29±1.01 � 1.29±1.07 NS

Percentage of learning 95.78±3.34 95.68±3.69 NS

Abbreviation: NS, not significant.
**pp0.01.
Mean (±SEM) values are given for the active agent and placebo conditions.
Total amount of recalled words is given for criterion trials at learning and at
retrieval. Additionally, percentage of values of retrieved words are provided
relative to learning performance (set to 100%).
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DISCUSSION

Evidence from animal and human studies indicates that the
consolidation of hippocampus-dependent declarative mem-
ory relies on the reactivation of newly encoded neuronal
representations during post-learning SWS (Diekelmann and
Born, 2010; Rasch et al, 2007; Ribeiro et al, 2007; Wilson
and McNaughton, 1994). During SWS, the same sequential
firing patterns are observed in hippocampal neuron
assemblies as during encoding before sleep (O’Neill et al,
2010). These reactivations that typically coincide with sharp
wave-ripples in the hippocampal EEG are thought to involve
excitatory glutamatergic synapses (Behrens et al, 2005;
Dupret et al, 2010; King et al, 1999). Repeated reactivations
are hence expected to induce plastic synaptic changes
within these hippocampal assemblies and in extrahippo-
campal output structures that generally contribute to the
strengthening of respective memory representations.
A candidate mechanism mediating memory consolidation
in this context is glutamatergic LTP, where the AMPA
receptor is responsible for the fast signal transfer and the
NMDA receptor acts as coincidence detector for the
induction of LTP (Malenka and Nicoll, 1999). Consequently,
here we found that facilitating the response of the NMDA
receptor to glutamate with the coagonist DCS improved
the consolidation of hippocampus-dependent word-pair

memories during sleep. Yet, contrary to our expectation, the
straightforward approach of blocking AMPA or NMDA
receptors did not impair declarative memory consoli-
dation. This pattern suggests that effective hippocampal
memory replay during sleep does not simply rely on the
reactivation of synaptic AMPA and NMDA receptors that
contributed to encoding, thereby suggesting that pro-
cesses other than classical glutamatergic LTP essen-
tially contribute to sleep-dependent declarative memory
consolidation.
The improvement in word-pair recall after DCS admin-

istration before the retention period of sleep can easily be
explained by the coagonistic effect of DCS-enhancing
activity of the NMDA receptor and, consequently, enhan-
cing LTP after assembly reactivation in hippocampal
networks. Whether the DCS effect reflects plastic changes
at glutamatergic synapses within and/or outside the
hippocampus cannot be inferred from the present data.
Observations that retrieval of word-pair memories within
2 days after retention sleep was associated with an increase
in activity primarily within the hippocampus (Gais et al,
2007) suggest that the immediate effects of DCS on the first
night after learning strengthen the memory trace within the
hippocampus itself. Also arguing in favor of this, DCS
reduced power of the fast sleep spindles, which have been
considered a mechanism supporting the transfer of
reactivated memory information to extrahippocampal sites
(Inostroza and Born, 2013; Mölle and Born, 2011; Siapas
and Wilson, 1998). However, it is also possible that the
positive effect of DCS on the representation outweighs the
negative impact of reduced sleep spindles.
Notably, DCS did not influence retention of word pairs

when given before a wake interval. Assuming spontaneous
reactivations also occurred during wake-retention intervals,
this finding supports the concept that reactivations
during sleep serve different functions from reactivations
during wakefulness (Diekelmann et al, 2011). Indeed during
wakefulness, reactivations are thought to exert twofold
functions, ie, to transiently labilize the representation and
to support re-encoding of the stimulus (Hardt et al, 2013;
Nader and Hardt, 2009), and the same reactivation of
memories by odor cues during sleep that facilitated memory,
when applied during wake, led to decreased declarative
memory retention (Diekelmann et al, 2011). Missing
interference together with the instruction not to rehearse
the learned tasks may have led to DCS not changing memory
in any direction during the wake-retention interval, as could
have been expected. As to encoding of hippocampal
memories, improving effects of DCS have been revealed in
most (eg, Kuriyama et al, 2011c; Lee et al, 2006; Onur et al,
2010) but not in all studies (eg, Kuriyama et al, 2011a), and
an improving effect of DCS on encoding also fits our findings
of reduced intrusions at immediate recall of numbers after
DCS administration in the wake condition—although, the
effect was not marked. Thus, speculating that DCS has a
similar benefiting effect on re-encoding, the missing effect of
DCS on retention of hippocampal memories across wake
intervals might point towards a parallel enhancing effect of
DCS on the reactivation-induced labilization of memories
(Ben Mamou et al, 2006; Lee et al, 2006).
DCS did not enhance overnight gains in procedural finger

sequence tapping skills and also failed to affect memory

Table 2 Emotional and Procedural Memory

DCS Placebo p

Emotional and neutral pictures

Sleep

Emotional 7.54±0.83 8.23±0.74 NS

Neutral 4.77±0.86 4.85±0.85 NS

Total 12.31±1.29 13.08±1.36 NS

Wake

Emotional 6.14±0.72 6.79±0.88 NS

Neutral 4.00±0.60 4.57±0.60 NS

Total 10.14±1.08 11.36±1.34 NS

Finger sequence tapping

Sleep

Learning 17.11±1.18 16.36±1.21 NS

Retrieval 21.03±1.26 19.75±1.26 NS

Absolute difference 3.91±0.72 3.39±0.89 NS

Percentage of learning 124.87±5.69 122.66±5.75 NS

Untrained sequence 13.50±1.55 13.47±0.83 NS

Wake

Learning 18.83±1.00 18.78±1.00 NS

Retrieval 20.60±1.21 20.10±1.29 NS

Absolute difference 1.76±0.54 1.31±0.93 NS

Percentage of learning 109.56±3.18 107.86±5.04 NS

Untrained sequence 12.86±0.72 12.66±0.72 NS

Abbreviation: NS, not significant.
**pp0.01, *pp0.05.
Mean (±SEM) values are given for the DCS and placebo condition. Top:
number of correctly remembered emotional, neutral, and of total pictures in the
emotional memory task. Bottom: average number of correctly tapped
sequences for the finger sequence tapping during the last three 30-s trials at
learning, the three trials at retrieval and for the untrained sequence at retrieval.
Additionally, percentage of values of correctly tapped sequences at retrieval are
provided relative to learning performance (set to 100%).
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after sleep for emotional and neutral pictures, which might
reflect that sleep-associated consolidation of these mem-
ories is not primarily a consequence of hippocampal
reactivation (Debas et al, 2010; Diekelmann and Born,
2010; Karni et al, 1998; Wagner et al, 2001 but see also
Albouy et al, 2008). The findings concur with previous
studies that likewise failed to observe DCS-induced changes
in overnight gains in cognitive skill, although benefits in
retention occurred for working memory training and
emotional memories when participants were awake
(Kalisch et al, 2009; Kuriyama et al, 2011b). Interestingly,
in a previous study of ours both blocking of NMDA
receptors and of AMPA receptors impaired sleep-dependent
gains in a procedural visual texture discrimination task
(Gais et al, 2008). Indeed, against this backdrop, the present
pattern of a selective enhancing influence of DCS on sleep-
associated declarative memory consolidation in the absence
of changes in overnight benefits for procedural skills or
recognition memories supports the view that DCS specifi-
cally acts on hippocampal memory reactivations during
sleep, as sleep-associated gains in those memories are less
dependent on such reactivations.
Paradoxically, whereas the NMDA receptor coagonist

DCS significantly enhanced hippocampus-dependent mem-

ory consolidation of word-pair associations during sleep,
the consolidation process remained entirely unaffected after
disrupting glutamatergic neurotransmission by administra-
tion of either the NMDA receptor antagonist ketamine or
the AMPA receptor antagonist caroverine. It is unlikely that
the missing effect after ketamine or caroverine is due to a
too low dosing of the substances, because in a previous
study of ours (Gais et al, 2008) infusion of the substances at
very similar concentrations (in case of caroverine even
slightly lower concentrations were used in that study)
effectively blocked sleep-dependent consolidation of visual
texture discrimination skills. Still, it could be argued that
the duration of administration matters, as in that study
substances were infused for a longer (6 h) interval, whereas
here we restricted administration to a 2.5-h interval in
which neuronal reactivations of memories are thought to
preferentially occur in hippocampal networks. Although a
longer infusion duration cannot be entirely excluded as a
prerequisite for the substances to become effective at
hippocampal sites, increased levels of cortisol and reports
of side effects like nausea observed after ketamine
confirmed central nervous efficacy of the substance even
with the shorter infusion interval. Studies on guinea pigs
and using PET imaging in humans indicate that both
ketamine and caroverine quickly reach central nervous sites
of action within minutes after intravenous administration
(Chen et al, 2003; Hartvig et al, 1995). Also, power analyses
did not provide any hint that putative blocking effects of
ketamine and caroverine on consolidation of hippocampal
memories during sleep were just not strong enough to be
revealed with the limited sample size of our study. Since
the effect size for DCS improving word-pair memory
retention during sleep was large (d¼ 0.85; Cohen, 1992),
and power analysis (using G*Power; Faul et al, 2007) with
(1–b) set to 0.80 led to unreasonably large sample sizes of
n¼ 423 and n¼ 6808 to reach significance (a¼ 0.05) for the
differences reported in the caroverine and ketamine
conditions. Another factor to be considered in this context
is that the ketamine and caroverine studies differed from
the DCS study with respect to the duration of sleep, which
in the DCS study covered the whole night due to its longer
plasma half-life and the resulting longer retention interval;
however, its plasma maximum falls into the first half of the
night. Nevertheless, numerous studies have consistently
shown that restricting manipulations to a 3-h period of
early nocturnal SWS-rich sleep can effectively change
consolidation of declarative memory (eg, Barrett and
Ekstrand, 1972; Marshall et al, 2004; Plihal and Born,
1997), excluding the amount of sleep per se as factor
preventing effects of ketamine or caroverine. Still, although
previous work has demonstrated that sleep-dependent con-
solidation of our word-pair task involved the hippocampus
(Gais et al, 2007), not investigating other hippocampus-
dependent forms of memory, eg, object location, sequence,
or episodic memory, or other doses of the substances limits
the explanatory power of our findings.
Although any explanation of these findings remains

tentative, the data imply that efficacy of hippocampal
memory reactivation during sleep might not rely exclusively
on activation mediated by AMPA and NMDA receptors.
Reactivations during wakefulness associated with memory
retrieval do not appear to rely on activation of NMDA

Table 3 Sleep Parameters

Substance Placebo p

Caroverine

Wakefulness 2.80±1.21 2.41±0.60 NS

Stage 1 22.29±4.59 29.5±4.78 NS

Stage 2 96.18±5.63 87.57±7.65 NS

Stage 3 44.61±4.39 42.14±3.35 NS

Stage 4 5.46±1.64 8.07±2.11 t

REM 11.67±2.51 9.96±3.32 NS

SWS 50.07±5.18 50.21±4.49 NS

TST 184.28±2.05 182.07±3.36 NS

Ketamine

Wakefulness 47.96±13.87 14.69±4.29 *

Stage 1 26.38±4.49 20.00±2.76 NS

Stage 2 77.69±9.32 104.12±5.05 *

Stage 3 19.50±4.61 23.92±3.25 NS

Stage 4 2.58±1.18 6.08±1.96 *

REM 12.62±3.61 22.96±4.17 *

SWS 22.08±5.53 30.00±4.35 *

TST 186.73±1.73 191.77±5.5 NS

DCS

Wakefulness 19.54±3.43 9.84±2.62 *

Stage 1 31.27±2.89 25.30±2.03 *

Stage 2 213.77±8.88 215.69±10.52 NS

Stage 3 60.46±6.37 56.69±6.59 NS

Stage 4 32.96±7.61 33.19±7.77 NS

REM 83.73±5.39 101.85±6.95 **

SWS 93.42±10.07 89.88±10.47 NS

TST 445.38±3.18 447.08±3.76 NS

Abbreviation: NS, not significant.
**pp0.01, *pp0.05, tp0.10.
REM¼ rapid eye movement sleep; SWS¼ slow wave sleep; TST¼ total
sleep time.
Mean (±SEM) values of minutes spent in the different sleep stages are given
for the active agent and placebo conditions.
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receptors anyway, although they involve AMPA receptor
activation (Bast et al, 2005; Day et al, 2003). Moreover,
ketamine-induced blockade of NMDA receptors can be
ameliorated by activating metabotropic glutamate receptor
5 (mGluR5; Chen et al, 2011). Thus, in synapses potentiated
during encoding, glutamatergic signalling might shift to
mGluR5, making them insensitive to ketamine blockade,
although, such a shift itself would not explain why synaptic
efficacy can still be enhanced via DCS.
A more plausible explanation may be derived from work

indicating that activation of hippocampal NMDA receptors,
and possibly also AMPA receptors, are not only responsible
for LTP induction but are also involved in subsequent
depotentiation, ie, LTD, thereby mediating forgetting
(Rosenzweig et al, 2002; Villarreal et al, 2002). In the
hippocampus, LTP is preferentially mediated by NMDA
receptors containing the NR2A subunit, whereas LTD is
mediated by NR2B containing receptors (Liu et al, 2004).
Furthermore, there is evidence that DCS preferentially acts
via NR2A containing receptors to enhance LTP (Billard and
Rouaud, 2007; Kochlamazashvili et al, 2012; Sheinin et al,
2001), whereas ketamine provides an unspecific blockade of
both these NMDA receptor subtypes. These findings suggest
the following scenario for the present experiments: Encod-

ing of word pairs leads to the potentiation of specific
hippocampal assemblies, which is accompanied by a
selective upregulation of NMDA receptors containing the
NR2A subunit (Baez et al, 2013). Glutamatergic reactivation
of these assemblies during sleep preferentially enhances
NR2A-mediated LTP, whereas NR2B-mediated LTD prevails
in networks not specifically potentiated during wakefulness.
Ketamine (and caroverine) leave the reactivation-dependent
memory enhancement during sleep unaffected as the
proportional activation of LTP and LTD inducing NMDA
receptors remains unchanged. By contrast, DCS by pre-
ferentially activating NR2A containing receptors strength-
ens LTP and thus enhances the consolidating effect of sleep
on hippocampal memories. This view is very much in line
with a recently proposed account on the role of sleep in
active decay processes and forgetting (Hardt et al, 2013).
Following this view, a factor mediating the effect of sleep-
induced LTP and LTD on retention may be represented by
the protein kinase C isoform M-zeta (PKMz), which has
been shown to sustain hippocampal memories by regulating
AMPA receptor trafficking to the active zone of the synapse
and might simultaneously regulate forgetting of such
memories as LTD has been shown to degrade PKMz
(Hardt et al, 2010; Hrabetova and Sacktor, 2001; Migues

Figure 2 Mean EEG power (±SEM) during sleep stage 2 (a) and slow wave sleep (b) between 0.1–20Hz in the first half of night (left panels) and second
half of night (middle panels). Respective bottom panels indicate p-values for pairwise comparisons between the treatment conditions (placebo—thick red
line, D-Cycloserine (DCS)—thin black line). Right panels show mean (±SEM) power in the fast spindle (12–15Hz) band during the first and the second night
half (Please note that only differences were considered meaningful that remained for the mean power of the entire frequency band of interest). **pp0.01,
for pairwise comparisons between the effects of the treatments (n¼ 12).
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et al, 2010). Together with the present research, this
account offers a mechanism for an active process of
synaptic consolidation working in balance with processes of
synaptic downscaling to sustain hippocampus function and
long-term memory (Born and Feld, 2012; Diekelmann and
Born, 2010; Tononi and Cirelli, 2006).
This scenario relating glutamatergic signalling and

reactivation in hippocampal neuron assemblies to balanced
processes of memory consolidation and forgetting is clearly
in need of further experimentation but would plausibly
reconcile findings of SWS being simultaneously involved in
freeing of capacity for new learning (Antonenko et al, 2013;
Van Der Werf et al, 2009) and memory consolidation
(Diekelmann and Born, 2010; Marshall et al, 2006).
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